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Deer iou, 

In the course of checking into Berrie things, which can relate very 
much to your current interests, 1  have come accross two things that also may 
relate, so I tell you about them. A carbon is enclosed for Moo. 

CD 405 is an Oswald-New Orleans files. Nothing else in it, pulses it 
is the very last page. That follows a bit ()fall,  stuff in which Terris is mentioned, 
having: been interviewed, with their bare straight faces hanging out, by the FBI, 
asked about two members of the CAP, one df whom is Tommy Memibben. Then comes 
the one apparently unrelated thing, Logan's Investigates of what he does not sPesifY. 
It was on Zenner/ 21, 1954, at 'ulene. Be spoke to Miss Carolyn Estrada, housing 
office, and Mrs. Haney Mtmeynolds, Communications Coordinator. Hie apparent inter-
est was in telephone extension 276. He learned that it wee in. Monroe hail, not 

quite completed but partly occupied, on the 9th floor, and was probably being 
used by persons desiring togitp the phone company on long-distance calls. he elso 
learned that although this pert of the building was, theoretically, not in uses ,  
lights were often seen in thesi400ms (966,274,976) at night. Demise there is 
absolutely no indication of whet the FBI interest was, whatever significance could 
be attached to this extension, how they knew about it, who they suspected of using 
it, for what purposes - of anything at ell - but in an Oswald-Petrie fill, the onlY 
Wet in the entire file not openly connected with either, I suggest is atereasen-' 
ably be assumed to Waaneseted with one or his associates, known or suspected. If 
you could find thetlie to phone these women and ask them what the /le interviewed 
them about at that time, I believe that between the fact of being involved in the 
Presidential-assessinetion investigation (if disclosed to them) and your own, well-
publicized one, they have this fixed, in their minds. On the other hand, if the VII 
hid the purposes of the inquiry from the gals, telling them this might turn them 
on. If they want copies of the report for souvenirs, I'll send them to them. 

The other has to do. with Jim's old interest, Adrian Alba mid the magazines 
taken from his place in the "Oswald" investigation and Oswald's discussiOns kith him. 
Hilt of all, most of the magazines did not appear until after Oswald's time, either 
at oily for all but one, or in New Orleans, for shout hatrIew you knowthe FBI 
wasnot getting magazines Oswald, to their knowledge, could not have touched, for 
a check for his prints. x have now located end examined these magazines, never 
given the Warren Oommiosion. Every page was carefully treated and heavily ds-
colored. One pegs, frOm the 4.ene issue of American Rifleman, has a Itleiee ad tom 
out. To the ?BI's knoiledge, they had by this date (11/25/63) already /40%011s:hoe 
Osweld'e earlier order for that rifle. So, why this business? I have a boxy cif the 
page and we'll see if we can find any coupons in evidence to fit it. pew, after 
the FBI agents left with these seven magazines, a total stranger (200,Ssia=n, 
dark curly hair) describing himself as a friend of Alba's. goes there,speski to 
a guy named McNeil, and says Adrian says it is okay fertile to get somief:these 
same magazines. Alba has no ides who he can be. The gull took two magazinsa and that's 
the end of him qnd those two mega. Very strange, isn't it? Moreover, what the nobs 
apparently didn t want to trouble the Commission with is in one of the*Perts, that 
Oswald knew tbe-shaller-caliber (martin but carefully unsaid, the very,high velocity, 
feat-fragmenting) bullets were much more deadly. That hl-0 is relatively 46,4, despite 
being wrongly celled "high velocity*. I think it is possible that Alba might by now 
have some ideas he didn't have in 1263, or soma knowledge, end the mere feat of 
this investigation of the impossible, a search for "Oswaldes" prints, flegO interest 
in the prints they were really looking 1hr. This could provide a lead in 'year dir-
ection, to one of those in whocr: you still have interest. Alba and McNeil Joilmight 
be shown some pictures with the expenditure of.very little time and asked abOut this. 



MATIbten is of a little interest. It you have anything on him I'd 
like to see it. His wifes =ides' none is Jacqueline Turner. MAlibben left MO., 
hewing been let go by the Hibernia National Bank (non-adaptability to the type 
of work) end in Apri1,1963 was in :Seattle, Wesh. His A.O. addresses were 4313 
Perlita

' 
 Apt. C; 195 Walnut; end 7104 Srpuce, Apt. A. terrie was interviewed 

about Metibten 1/28/84. This is another report, in addition to those of Sildh I 
have written Moo, the gowns/sat did not disclose when they so thoughtfully 
released what tbey mad was all those not classified when Ferris died. If we 
do not assume hiding more then twice as many Ferri, reports as they disclosed 
is en accident, perhaps MAribben is of interest. 

I do not now recall what is on peas.  23 of 0405. But Joe Thompson,. 
MAIIbben and Ferris are on 81-22. And the,  mysterious business of the Tulane Phone, 
extension 274, is on pegs 24. This 'tile is broken into subjects, and SL1 ere under 
the last subject. go, by subject organization, the Ttilene investigation, is linked 
to Oeweld-Terrie*.0AP, possibly to Thompson end 4ckibLen. 

If any of this means anything to you or if you have or develop !within& 
reed it back and we 11 see if we can carry it further. 

Beat regards, 

Harold Weisberg 


